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With partial funding from SCEC-2009 we identified a lower crustal anisotropic 
zone, present in much of southern California (Fig. 1). For this work we calculated 
teleseismic receiver functions for 38 broadband seismic stations in southern California 
and rotated the anisotropy measurements back to their orientations at 36 Ma. Results 
reveal a signature of pervasive seismic anisotropy in the lower crust that is consistent 
with the presence of schists emplaced during Laramide flat slab subduction.  

 
Figure 1. Map of the study area showing station locations (circles) and the approximate 
boundaries of the crustal blocks used in this study.  Station coloring corresponds to the assigned 
crustal block. White stations are unassigned. Major faults are shown in red and schist outcrops in 
solid magenta. The transparent red line is the location of the CCP cross-section in Figure 3. Fault 
locations from the USGS and AZGS (2008). 

 
Anisotropy is identified in receiver functions by the large amplitudes and small 

move-out of the diagnostic converted phases. Within southern California, the similarity 
of data patterns on widely separated stations also supports an origin primarily from a 
basal crustal layer of hexagonal anisotropy with a dipping symmetry axis. Neighborhood 
algorithm searches (Frederiksen et al., 2003) for depth and thickness of the anisotropic 
layer and the trend and plunge of the anisotropy symmetry (slow) axis have been 
completed for the stations. The searches produced a wide range of results, but a dominant 
SW-NE trend of the anisotropy symmetry axis emerged among the station measurements. 

 
 
  

 



 
Figure 2. Map of station locations and unique anisotropy axis orientations at 36 Ma based on the 
reconstruction of McQuarrie and Wernicke (2005). Station color-coding corresponds to the 
crustal blocks. The large arrows show the best fitting block trend-lines rotated back to their 
orientation at 36 Ma. The rose diagram shows the number of stations with anisotropy trends 
within each 10° bin when rotated back to their 36 Ma orientations. Vectors show Early Tertiary 
Farallon-North America relative motion vectors from Saleeby (2003). 

 
When the results are divided into crustal blocks and restored to their pre-36 Ma 

locations using the reconstruction of McQuarrie and Wernicke (2005), the regional scale 
SW-NE trend becomes even more consistent, though a small subset of the results can be 
attributed to NW-SE shearing that may be related to San Andreas transform motion (Fig 
2). We interpret this dominant trend as a fossilized fabric within schists, created from a 
top-to-the-southwest sense of shear that existed along the length of coastal California 
during pre-transform, early Tertiary subduction. Comparison of receiver function 
common conversion point stacks to seismic models from the active LARSE experiment 
shows a strong correlation between the location of anisotropic layers and “bright” 
reflectors from Fuis et al. (2007), further affirming these results (Fig. 3). 

 
 



 
Figure 3. Common Conversion Point (CCP) cross-section for southern California, overlain with 
results from the LARSE project (Fuis et al., 2007) to illustrate similarities. The location of the 
cross-section is shown in Figure 1. In the RF stack, red shading corresponds to positive polarity 
arrivals and blue to negative. The thick white line represents the RF Moho, while the thick black 
line represents the LARSE Moho. Thin white lines represent structures (i.e., top of potential shear 
zones) seen in RFs. The thin black lines represent reflectors interpreted as a decollement in the 
LARSE cross-section and the thick black bodies represent bright reflectors imaged in the same 
project (Fuis et al., 2007). The thick vertical red line is the projection of the San Andreas fault. 
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